
In today’s dynamic business landscape, efficiency and cost optimization are crucial for success. Cloud print 
management streamlines printing operations, enhances security and provides businesses unprecedented 
control over their print environment.

Introducing Elevate Sky® Print Management, Toshiba’s answer to simplified and efficient print control, allowing 
seamless management of your entire fleet of network printers, copiers, and even barcode printers—regardless 
of make or model.

Total control. Cloud freedom. 
Toshiba is elevating print management.



Effectively managing devices across diverse print environments and IT infrastructures can be a significant challenge 
for organizations. Traditional print management is often costly, time-consuming, and difficult to secure. Simple 
printing tasks lead to numerous help desk calls and tickets causing user frustration and wasted time.

At Toshiba, we understand what you’re facing:

Alleviate help desk headaches.

Complex infrastructure
Maintaining on-premises infrastructure and print environments is expensive, requiring on-site servers. 
Managing scattered printers involves patching devices, configuring multiple print drivers, installing software 
updates and handling print-related help desk tickets. Elevate Sky® Print Management provides centralized 
management from a single cloud-native platform to simplify the whole process.

Increased IT burden
Your IT staff invests significant time managing printers and troubleshooting issues, diverting attention away 
from crucial business priorities. Elevate Sky® Print Management reduces that burden by automating routine 
tasks, freeing up IT resources for more strategic initiatives.

Limited security
Dependence on on-site security measures heightens potential vulnerabilities, risking unauthorized access and 
exposure of sensitive data. With Elevate Sky® Print Management, you get enhanced security, enforcing 
centralized print controls and user authentication.

Limited cost visibility
Traditional print management lacks the granularity to pinpoint cost inefficiencies and wasteful print practices. 
Elevate Sky® Print Management’s cost optimization instead provides actionable insights, revealing precise 
areas for cost savings and targeted waste reduction.



Simple zero-touch deployment and configuration 
One universal print driver supports all devices, regardless of brand, simplifying deployment and 
offering a unified experience across Chromebook™, Windows®, and macOS®. This makes printer 
configuration, firmware updates and troubleshooting easier than ever, so you can focus on more 
important things. 

Increase visibility
Identify inefficiencies and curb wasteful practices with detailed print control. Advanced 
reporting provides insights into usage, costs, and security, enhancing data-driven decisions for 
optimized efficiency and reduced costs.

Elevate Sky® Print Management provides total, centralized control over your print environment, helping to 
support your mobility, security, cloud and digitization needs. Simplify printing from anywhere, track usage 
sustainably and manage policies effortlessly. All while alleviating IT burden and putting you back in control.

Elevate Sky® Print Management simplifies your print infrastructure, replacing it with a centralized, 
cloud-native system. This streamlines printing operations, enabling secure printing from anywhere and 
eliminating the need for on-premises servers or software installations.

Serverless printing and easy deployment allow for more automated print management tasks, 
empowering IT to focus on more important priorities.

Powerful solutions for your print frustrations.

Gain control over your fleet.

Take the burden off your IT department.

Automate tasks
Elevate Sky® Print Management allows you to bypass manual IT server, driver and software 
management. Access printers via single sign-on (SSO), integrating seamlessly with Microsoft 365®, 
Google Workspace™, and third-party identification access managers (IAMs) for swift deployment.

Improve user experience
Provide your team with seamless and secure  
remote printing from anywhere—enabling  
flexible work and enhancing productivity  
and collaboration.



Protect data and devices
Print jobs are meticulously tracked and audited for compliance, mitigating risks. Guest printing is 
performed without network access, and prints, by default, stay within your network for enhanced 
security. The secure PIN release ensures authorized users retrieve print jobs, cutting down on 
waste and adding an extra layer of protection.

Reduce your carbon footprint
Setting smart printing limits and releasing jobs directly at the printer allows you to responsibly curb 
waste and cut costs, helping to minimize your footprint while enjoying the benefits of streamlined 
printing workflows and savings. It’s a win-win for the environment and your budget.

Elevate Sky® Print Management safeguards sensitive information, preventing unauthorized access to 
crucial documents through robust cloud-based security protocols and user authentication. By 
establishing and enforcing consistent printing policies, it ensures adherence to company standards 
and reduces wasteful printing practices.

Print securely and responsibly.



Let your branding come through loud and clear by personalizing your printer. Both the admin console and the Toshiba 
MFP user interface can be customized to proudly feature your company logo.

Elevate Sky® Print Management is available through subscription with flexible terms, incorporating comprehensive 
support and service—all within a fee structure per licensed device.

Add some personalization to your printer.

Flexible terms that fit your needs.



Elevate print management to new heights. 
Cloud print management is the future of printing, providing businesses with a scalable, secure and cost-effective 
solution. Embracing it positions your business for success in the digital era.

Our expert team is dedicated to guiding your organization through a seamless transition to cloud print management. 
We offer comprehensive consultation, implementation and ongoing support for a successful deployment and to 
maximize the value of all your Toshiba software solutions.
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Contact your Toshiba cloud expert today to get started and experience the 
transformative impact of Elevate Sky® Print Management on your business.

Elevate Sky® Print Management is an important part of Toshiba’s Elevate Sky® 
services portfolio. Improving productivity, reducing costs, and increasing 
security and manageability has never been easier. 


